
Controlled keyless access makes Lista
drawer cabinets and mobile cabinets
more secure

The limitations of physical keys and key groupings are

a thing of the past thanks to Lista’s new keypad lock. 

With the keypad lock, users can create “keyed-alike”

groupings and master lock groupings by setting up same-

user-codes for Lista drawer storage cabinets and mobile

drawer cabinets. And access codes can be quickly and easily

reprogrammed as storage and security needs change.

The new keypad lock also means there are no keys to

retrieve from exiting personnel, and no keys to lose, replace

or take. This means greater security and reduced shrinkage. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICING
We are offering a promotional price of $99.00 each

for the keyless keypad lock through Oct. 31, 2005.

This special price applies both to customers buying

the keypad lock for new cabinets and for retrofitting

existing cabinets. The special price includes the

$30.97 "NL" no lock deduct. The price after Oct. 31

will be $147.00, and keypads installed in cabinets 

at the time of the order will have the "NL" no lock

deduct applied.

Lock knob rotates 90° Thousands of programmable LEDs provide visual Error light alerts user
to open and close user codes possible confirmation as keys are pressed when incorrect code is entered

Easily retrofittable Keypad fits snugly against housing Powered by four
to existing Lista cabinets for clean, attractive profile AA batteries

Lista Keyless Keypad Lock

Our keypad can be programmed with up to five differ-

ent user codes at a time, which can be changed as often as

needed. The attractive keypad fits snugly against the cabi-

net housing for a clean, attractive profile. 

The keypad lock can be ordered for any new Lista

drawer storage cabinet or mobile drawer cabinet, or can be

retrofit to any Lista drawer cabinet or mobile drawer cabinet

sold in the past ten years.
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Features
• Lista drawer cabinets and mobile drawer cabinets can

be easily programmed to share user access codes to 

create virtual “keyed-alike” groupings and

master lock groupings. As storage needs evolve, the

user codes can be easily and quickly reprogrammed to

create new groups and master groups.

• Easy retrofit to existing Lista drawer cabinets and

mobile drawer cabinets sold in the past ten years,

regardless of the cabinet’s height, depth, width or

drawer configuration. 

■ Replaces existing cylinder lock.

■ Some limitations apply to NW and MP width mobile

cabinets – contact Lista for more information.

• LEDs let user know if correct code has been entered.

• Lock knob is turned 90° clockwise 

to unlock the cabinet, and 90°

counter - clockwise to relock.

• Secure code entry ensures only authorized per-

sonnel can change codes:

■ Keypad lock comes with pre-set factory code which

customer re-programs with unique master code.

■ Master code is required in order to add, modify or

delete any user codes.

■ Five different user codes possible at any

time.

• Five-digit codes are easily reprogrammed, with 

thousands of possible user codes.

• Battery operated with four AA batteries. LED light comes

on when battery power is low. The batteries are rated

for approximately 8,000 lock cycles.

• Battery override available if batteries fail.

• Easily cleaned with damp cloth.

Keyless keypad locks
Lock kit comes complete with four AA batteries.

PART NO. DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE INTRODUCTORY PRICE*
KPLOCK/HSG keypad lock for cabinet $116.03** $99.00**
KPLOCK/HSG-RF keypad lock retrofit kit $147.00 $99.00**

* introductory price valid through Oct. 31, 2005

** includes $30.97 "NL" no lock deduct 


